
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

We have 3 evergreen contracts and have had them for the past 20 years and 

the previous owners had them for 10 years. 

Over the past 20 years we have seen some good things happening and some 

not good.  It seems whoever is in government at the time thinks that they 

should change the orange bus system that works very effectively in 

transporting rural children to and from school.  This has happened several 

times over the years that we have owned them.  It is a system that has worked 

for a lot of years with little or no major incidents.  It seems that governments 

of the day are more interested in the CBD than rural. 

Orange school buses are mainly owned and operated by local people and 

driven by local people from that region, consequently the drivers know the 

children and their families and in case of a situation they can provide a safe 

outcome.  ie: mum not at the stop to pick up the child and no phone coverage 

they can be taken to grandparents or neighbours not just dropped and left.  

Unlike the city were they just get off at a stop and that is where the 

responsibility of the driver stops it is not the case in the country as sometimes 

the stop is still kilometers from the farm house and you cannot just leave a 

child on the side of a road in the middle of nowhere.  Take the local aspect out 

of the company and major issues will occur.  

We go through a very rigorous safety audit and the buses are inspected 

annually which for some operators is a major inconvenience as some country 

towns do not have licensing centers and they must take to major centers. This 

is one of the not so good things that has happened as we previously had 

inspectors come to the buses unannounced to inspect so you had to be ready 

at any time not just when the license was ready for renewal, and they were 

very knowledgeable on the buses if you had any issues. This was put down to 

cost cutting. 

It seems that governments all want to cut costs and we get that but leave 

safety for rural kids out of your cost cutting and leave a system that has 

worked for the last however many decades. 

IF ITS NOT BROKEN DON’T FIX IT. Something that is common sense which there 

doesn’t seems to be a lot of in this issue. 

Regards Lisa & Paul Carrotts 


